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Love's Second Chance
What would it take to get one last chance? Joey Greer is
done having her heart broken. Eight years ago, after a horrific
car accident, Jackson Pierce-her high school sweetheartabandoned her. Abandoned his family. Abandoned the town
they'd both grown up in, and fled to Hollywood. He never
looked back, and she never forgot him.Or forgave him.Now
he's back, pretending like the past doesn't exist, wanting
another chance. And even though she still feels the
undeniable connection between them, the fiery attraction that
burns her up from the inside out, Joey's determined to keep
him at a safe distance.Jackson Pierce can't tell Joey the truth
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about the night when he left her in the hospital. It would ruin
more than just their relationship, and he can't do that to
her.The entire town of Blue Moon knows that Jax and Joey
are meant for each other, but Joey isn't interested in giving
him a second chance. All he can do is give her flowers. And
picnic lunches. And a dog.Oh, and handcuff himself to her for
charity.Will this second chance be the last one Jax needs to
win back Joey's heart, or is the past too much to forgive?

Second Chance
A charming, uplifting novel about love, loss, and finding your
way in the world, perfect for fans of Eleanor Oliphant Is
Completely Fine and The Keeper of Lost Things. Emily can't
remember the last time she left the house. Or spoke to
anyone besides her grandmother, beloved children's author
Catriona Robinson. After Catriona's death, Emily is at a
complete loss . . . until she gets an unexpected letter from the
woman she loved most. Catriona has revealed there might be
one last, lost unpublished manuscript in her wildly popular
book series. And she's left a secret diary and trail of clues
that only Emily can follow. From London to Paris to Verona,
Emily traces her grandmother's past, finding out more about
her family -- and herself -- than she ever imagined possible.
Hopeful and adventurous, The Book of Second Chances
celebrates books and bookstores, the power of imagination,
and having the courage to shape our own destinies.

Second Chance
On the joyful day of her son’s birth, Thais Derich never
questioned going to the hospital. A week later, she walked
out physically, spiritually, and emotionally injured, and fully
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disabused of the idea that the medical field would ever put
her best interests before protocol, money, and legal
concerns. The next three years of her life were spent
recovering from that day, and preparing herself to do things
her way when she became pregnant again. And then she did
get pregnant again—and that resolve was put to the test. A
universal story about betrayal and trust and the roller coaster
ride in between, Second Chance illuminates the many ways
in which our healthcare system is broken when it comes to
helping women give birth, and gives a voice to all the mothers
who have walked away from their delivery experiences
wondering what the hell just happened.

Second Chance Angel
Everyone deserves a second chance at happiness, and three
years after Chloe Holland's boyfriend dies in a bomb attack in
London, she's ready to move on. That is until the one person
she can see herself moving forward with is the worst person
she could ever imagine. Logan Scott was the one Chloe
turned to when Jace died, but she never imagined becoming
close to him would leave her with the biggest dilemma she's
ever faced. He makes her question everything. She makes
him a better person. They push the limit of right and wrong.
Unfortunately, Chloe and Logan are perfect for each other.

Second Chance Summer
2nd Chance
A former parole officer shines a bright light on a huge yet
hidden part of our justice system through the intertwining
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stories of seven parolees striving to survive the chaos that
awaits them after prison in this illuminating and dramatic
book. Prompted by a dead-end retail job and a vague desire
to increase the amount of justice in his hometown, Jason
Hardy became a parole officer in New Orleans at the worst
possible moment. Louisiana’s incarceration rates were the
highest in the US and his department’s caseload had just
been increased to 220 “offenders” per parole officer, whereas
the national average is around 100. Almost immediately, he
discovered that the biggest problem with our prison system is
what we do—and don’t do—when people get out of prison.
Deprived of social support and jobs, these former convicts are
often worse off than when they first entered prison and Hardy
dramatizes their dilemmas with empathy and grace. He’s
given unique access to their lives and a growing recognition
of their struggles and takes on his job with the hope that he
can change people’s fates—but he quickly learns otherwise.
The best Hardy and his colleagues can do is watch out for
impending disaster and help clean up the mess left behind.
But he finds that some of his charges can muster the
miraculous power to save themselves. By following these
heroes, he both stokes our hope and fuels our outrage by
showing us how most offenders, even those with the best
intentions, end up back in prison—or dead—because the
system systematically fails them. Our focus should be, he
argues, to give offenders the tools they need to re-enter
society which is not only humane but also vastly cheaper for
taxpayers. As immersive and dramatic as Evicted and as
revelatory as The New Jim Crow, The Second Chance Club
shows us how to solve the cruelest problems prisons create
for offenders and society at large.

Second Chances
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I am an eighteen year old high school graduate who has just
experienced my first well, everything. I would give anything to
hold on to Cooper, but we made a decision. After thirty hours
of falling in lust, after tonight we are parting ways. I am
starting college and I can't be distracted. Besides he has his
own life to get back to. ***The moment I saw her, I knew she
was the one, but what my heart wants it doesn't get. I know
how life works. I have been fighting most of my life. My dad
was a fighter and so was his dad. I watched my mom cheat
on him and in return he destroyed her. I will never do that to a
woman. I get thirty hours with Liz and then we are both
walking away. At the end of the day, all we will have is the
memories we have created here in Miami. ***Five years later,
Liz runs into Cooper, only he has no idea that memories
weren't the only thing they created in Miami. He broke her
heart once the day he left and her heart is now guarded. Will
he succeed in winning her heart back a second time? The
only thing he knows for sure is that he is fighting for a second
chance and this time he will not let her go.

The Second Chance Boutique
The Christmas tree stands at the very center of the action
during the holidays. It lights the way through the dark, guards
the gifts, brings joy. But once the holidays end and the
needles fall, the owners kick the trees to the curb. Quite
literally. Which is where I find them. I listen to their stories,
good or bad. And help them transition into the next phase of
their existence. A Second Chance is a fantasy post-Christmas
story about letting go of the past and finding new beginnings.

The Second Chance
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Secrets broke her heart and have now come back from the
grave to haunt her. A new series from NYT & USAT
Bestselling Author, Michelle M. Pillow! So far, Lorna Addams’
forties are not what she expected. After a very public
embarrassment, she finds it difficult to trust her judgment
when it comes to new friendships and dating. She might be
willing to give love a second chance when she meets the
attractive William Warrick, if only she could come to terms
with what her husband did to her and leave it in the past. How
is a humiliated empty nest widow supposed to move on with
her life? It’s not like she can develop a sixth sense, séance
her ex back, force him to tell her why and give her closure. Or
can she? Genre: paranormal women's fiction, seasoned
heroine, older heroine, cozy mystery, small town, fab13,
midlife, psychic, witches, contemporary women's fiction,
Magic, Paranormal, Psychic Romance, Contemporary Humor
Order of Magic Series Second Chance Magic Third Time's A
Charm The Fourth Power The Fifth Sense The Sixth Spell

Second Chance Boyfriend
Second Chance Summer
Second-Chance Cats
Don't miss this unforgettable New York Times bestseller
about sisters, loss, and the search for home that Library
Journal calls "a hands-down winner!" Lily Danville's life is
crumbling around her. With no money and no home, her only
choice is to go back to the one town she swore she'd never
see again: Cedar Ridge, Colorado. Back to the memories of
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her sister's tragic death. Back to the place where, ten years
ago, she shared an unforgettable kiss with Aidan Kincaid-the
man her sister once loved. A new job at the town's hottest
resort is just the fresh start Lily has been looking foruntil she
discovers the resort is owned by none other than the Kincaid
family. How can she possibly see Aidan every day without
feeling as if she's betraying her sister? But as secrets from
the past come to light and Lily starts to realize the truth, she
can only hope it's not too late to find love, family, and
forgiveness. "Second Chance Summer is sexy and packs a
powerful emotional punch." --Fresh Fiction, Top Pick "Sassy,
funny, and down-to-earth sexy, this lively romance is one
readers won't be able to resist. A hands-down winner and a
terrific launch to the author's latest series." --Library Journal,
starred review "Shalvis knows all the right buttons to pushThe
flubs and flaws are hilarious, the grief feels credible, and the
sparks fly in this solid, light romance from the always-reliable
Shalvis." --Publishers Weekly

That Second Chance
At the final hour . . . This amazing narrative is based on the
story of Ajamila from the Sixth Canto of Srimad-Bhagavatam.
The law of karma states that we're all responsible for our
actions, and death is the crucial moment when mysterious
forces acting according to this law work behind the scenes to
determine our destiny. As the sinful Ajamila lay on his
deathbed, he was terrified to see three fierce, humanlike
creatures coming to drag him out of his dying body and take
him to the lord of death for punishment. Surprisingly, Ajamila
escaped this terrible fate. How? A Second Chance: The Story
of a Near-Death Experience teaches vital truths about the
fundamental nature of the self and reality. At a time when
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reincarnation is quickly gaining acceptance, not only with the
growing ranks of people reporting out-of-body and near-death
experiences but with the public at large, A Second Chance
can show one how to use meditation and yoga techniques to
overcome the obstacles of materialism, meet the challenge of
death, and ultimately attain spiritual perfection.

Second Chance
A powerful message of hope for anyone burdened by regret
and everyone who longs for a fresh start. What if I told you
that you and your not-so-perfect story have been invited to
experience the joy of second chance living. Your critics and
nay-sayers and those negative voices in your head have
defined who you are and stolen your hopeful future for far too
long! The insecurity, shame, and judgment--That stops today.
This simple guide will show you how your imperfect life
matters in ways you never thought possible. It will help you
see your scars, flaws, and failures as unfair advantages and
gifts that you can bring to the world. Foster's examination of
hope is one part challenge, two parts encouragement. He
forces the reader to ask the following questions: How did I
lose it? How do I get? How do I give it? Each question is
broken down into core concepts that are essential to a life
devoted to the power of second chances: awareness,
discovery, ownership, forgiveness, acceptance and freedom.
Packed full of unfiltered honesty and simple next steps, this
manifesto for prodigals, imperfectionists, and hopesters will
help you discover beauty in the brokenness.

Second Chance at Love
The third book in the bestselling Chronicles of St Mary's
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series which follows a group of tea-soaked disaster magnets
as they hurtle their way around History. If you love Jasper
Fforde or Ben Aaronovitch, you won't be able to resist Jodi
Taylor. History happens all around you. And, occasionally, to
you. I could have been a bomb-disposal expert, or a
volunteer for the Mars mission, or a firefighter, something
safe and sensible. But, no, I had to be an historian. It began
well. A successful assignment to 17th century Cambridge to
meet Isaac Newton, and another to witness the historic
events at The Gates of Grief. So far so good. But then came
the long-awaited jump to the Trojan War that changed
everything. And for Max, nothing will ever be the same again.
With the bloody Battle of Agincourt playing out around her,
Max risks everything on one last desperate gamble to save a
life and learns the true meaning of a second chance. Readers
love Jodi Taylor: 'Once in a while, I discover an author who
changes everything Jodi Taylor and her protagonista
Madeleine "Max" Maxwell have seduced me' 'A great mix of
British proper-ness and humour with a large dollop of
historical fun' 'Addictive. I wish St Mary's was real and I was a
part of it' 'Jodi Taylor has an imagination that gets me
completely hooked' 'A tour de force'

The Second-chance Dog
Mandy Green is happy juggling her life as a single mom and
her dream job as a teacher. Her world is knocked on its edge
when her high school sweetheart connects with her. Mandy
decides on one, last date with Kip to finally move on. Kip isn't
quite so ready to let go. Will Mandy dare to take a second
chance with her first love?

People of the Second Chance
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Second Chance
Relates the author's relationship with a quiet, sensitive artist
named Maria Wulf and his campaign to win over Maria's
fiercely protective dog, Frieda, a Rottweiler-shepherd mix who
resisted all efforts to tame her.

A Second Chance
Second Chance
Ten years ago, Rori Simon left town shy, unattractive and
with zero self-esteem. Now she's back, older, stronger and
finally loving herself—and it shows. Hot men are soon
knocking at her door, including Jude Callahan, the bad boy
who starred in her teenage daydreamsand her adult
fantasies. Jude can't believe the sexy, confident woman
before him is actually Rori! She's gotten under his skin like no
other woman hasand she brings out secret desires he can't
resist. He wants to dominate Rori with every fiber of his being.
Wants to own her and pleasure her. To cherish her as he
makes her his. Rori discovers she likes being controlled. She
also knows Jude is not a one-woman man. Everything
changes when she meets Zach Helm. Edgy, sensual Zach
knows just what she needs, and before long, she's in love.
Jude watches them together and wonders if he's lost his
chance forever Previously published, newly revised by author.
74,000 words

A Second Chance
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In life and love, it's never too late for a second chance As
editor-in-chief of New York's leading fashion magazine, Fiona
Monaghan was utterly content with her life, jetting back and
forth between Manhattan and Europe-until the day John
Anderson strolled into her office.A widower with two
daughters, John was as conservative as Fiona was
freewheeling, and was both amused and appalled by her
world of high-strung designers, anorexic models, and Sir
Winston, her snoring bulldog.But after Fiona impulsively
invited John to the Paris couture shows, somewhere between
the magic of the catwalk and the stroll along the Seine, she
let him into her heart. Within weeks of their return to New
York, John was making friends with Sir Winston - and Fiona
was making room in her closets. A dazzling tale of modern
misadventures, career-crossed relationships, the heady
magic of instant attraction and the hope that comes when we
dare to do it all over again

Second Chance
From breakout author Monica Murphy comes the exhilarating
conclusion to Drew and Fable’s story—the star-crossed
young romance that began in One Week Girlfriend. Lost.
Everything in my life can be summed up by that one sickening
word. My football coach blames me for our season-ending
losses. So does the rest of the team. I wasted two whole
months drowning in my own despair, like a complete loser.
And I lost my girlfriend—Fable Maguire, the only girl who ever
mattered—because I was afraid that being with me would
only hurt her. But now I realize that I’m the one who’s truly
lost without her. And even though she acts like she’s moved
on and everything’s fine, I know she still thinks about me just
as much as I think about her. I know her too well. She’s so
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damn vulnerable, all I want to do is be there to help her . . . to
hold her . . . to love her. I just need her to give me one more
chance. We may be lost without each other, but together,
we’re destined to find a love that lasts forever. BONUS: This
edition includes an excerpt from Monica Murphy's Three
Broken Promises.

A Second Chance
Taylor Edwards family might not be that close - everyone is a
little too busy and overscheduled, but for the most part, they
get along just fine. Then Taylor's dad gets some devastating
news, and her parents decide that the family will spend on
last summer together at their old lake house in the Pcocono
Mountains. Crammed into a place much smaller than they are
used to, they begin to get to know each other again, but as
the summer progresses they're more aware than ever that
they're battling a ticking clock. And as Taylor tries to deal with
the drama at home, she is faced with the fact that the friends
she thought she'd left behind haven't actually gone anywhere.
Her former summer best friend is still living across the lake
and still as mad with Taylor as she was five years ago, and
her first boyfriend has moved in next door… but he's much
cuter at seventeen than he was at twelve. Can one summer
be enough time to get a second chance - with family, friends,
and love?

The Last Second Chance
How a stranger's kidney saved my life And my brothers too! A
miraculous true story! "In my darkest moment as I lay on
deaths door step, Hope showed up in a miraculous way! This
story is not just about me. This story is your own as well. My
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battle was life and death as my kidneys began to shut down.
Yours may have been another health issue, the loss of a
loved one, the changing of a career, or some other trial that
was unforeseen. We all have a story to tell, your experience
may be the inspiration that gives “Another 2nd Chance” to
someone else.

Second Chance Magic
The Book of Second Chances
Joss is summoned by Abraham to New York City and told he
must prove his loyalty to the Slayer Society by successfully
leading a team in hunting a murderous Manhattan vampire, or
his life will be forfeit.

You Rise Glorious
*~* A steamy, romantic love story by New York Times and
USA Today bestselling author, L.P. DOVER, of how two
people who were meant to be together get their second
chance at a new life, a new love, and a new beginning. CAN
BE READ AS A STANDALONE. *~* Korinne Anders had it all.
She had the perfect job, the perfect house, and the perfect
husband. When tragedy strikes, her world takes a devastating
turn. Six months after losing her husband to a car accident,
Korinne vows it to herself never to love again. If she doesn't
allow another man in her heart, then there's no reason for her
to feel the pain of loss. This plan seems to work, but is put to
the test when Korinne's best friend can't stand to see her
suffering any longer. Korinne's long-time friend, Jenna Perry,
has an idea and it involves helping her friend find the spark of
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life in her soul no matter what it takes. Korinne didn't know
that Jenna's plan meant bringing back a past love, a second
chance with the man that Korinne had to leave in college, but
always kept a place for in her heart. When Galen Matthews
learns of Korinne's loss and that she's finally moved back
home, he wants nothing more than to be there for her. The
love he felt for Korinne years ago has never left him, and now
he's given a second chance to not only mend her heart of her
loss, but to also continue the love they shared in the past. Will
his love and determination make her strong enough to give
fate a second chance, or will her fear of losing another love
make her run away? What will Korinne do when she's faced
with a love so powerful that no matter what she does there's
nowhere to run from it?

A Second Chance
USA Today bestselling author Meghan Quinn delivers a smart
and cheeky romance about love's power to lift hearts . . . and
curses. It was supposed to be an innocent night, celebrating
my brother's birthday. Nothing was supposed to go wrong.
We'd vowed to be on our best behavior after all . . . But it only
took one rowdy night with my brothers to flip my world upside
down. One unlucky encounter saddled us with a family curse
and the promise of doomed relationships. I laughed it off
immediately. "Yeah, right," I thought. "A love curse. Ha!" Boy,
was I wrong. Word spreads quickly in a town like mine;
rumors about that night soon made us the most eligible yet
untouchable bachelors in Port Snow, Maine. As a subject of
endless gossip and speculation, I could kiss my dating life
goodbye. It would have stayed that way if Ren Winters, the
new girl in town, hadn't crashed into my life. Brave, beautiful,
and smart--her vivacious thirst for a fresh start has given me
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hope that maybe, just maybe, I can have one too. Everyone
wishes for that second chance . . . but could this really be
mine?

The Second Chance Club
A powerful message of hope for anyone burdened by regret
and everyone who longs for a fresh start. What if I told you
that you and your not-so-perfect story have been invited to
experience the joy of second chance living. Your critics and
nay-sayers and those negative voices in your head have
defined who you are and stolen your hopeful future for far too
long! The insecurity, shame, and judgment—That stops
today. This simple guide will show you how your imperfect life
matters in ways you never thought possible. It will help you
see your scars, flaws, and failures as unfair advantages and
gifts that you can bring to the world. Foster's examination of
hope is one part challenge, two parts encouragement. He
forces the reader to ask the following questions: How did I
lose it? How do I get? How do I give it? Each question is
broken down into core concepts that are essential to a life
devoted to the power of second chances: awareness,
discovery, ownership, forgiveness, acceptance and freedom.
Packed full of unfiltered honesty and simple next steps, this
manifesto for prodigals, imperfectionists, and hopesters will
help you discover beauty in the brokenness.

A Second Chance at Sarah
Bindiya Saran is the most cheerful person that anyone who
knows her has ever met. When she is chosen to work on a
prestigious project for one of India's largest conglomerates,
she meets Samar Chauhan, known to the company as Satan
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Chauhan. After a catastrophic series of events, including
Bindiya quitting and rejoining the project in a span of five
minutes, an odd truce develops between Bindiya and Samar.
But are they too broken to ever be able to fully trust each
other? This is an extraordinary book for anyone who has ever
loved or has ever wanted to fall in love.

A Second Chance
Freja Larsen is at the top of her game: she's an awardwinning TV ad producer, she's a senior creative in London's
hottest advertising agency, and she's the life and soul of
every party. She's far too busy with her fantastic career and
fabulous friends to dwell on the fact that, eight years ago, she
let the love of her life go to protect him from a devastating
truth.Nate Klein is now a millionaire businessman and TV
star, not that Freja's keeping track. He's also Tribe's newest
and biggest client. And, Freja can't help but notice, he's still
as heart-meltingly gorgeous as ever But Nate believed the lie
that tore Freja away from him all those years ago. As Freja is
forced to confront the consequences of her silence, she can't
help but wonder what could have been if she'd only dared to
fight for the man she loved. Is now, after all this time, the
moment to find her voice?The Agency series is based in
London and set in the exciting world of advertising. Following
the intertwined lives of a group of kickass career women, the
series is a heartwarming mix of angsty romance and laughout-loud humour. Each book is numbered chronologically in
the series, but every title is a complete story in its own
right.FRIENDLY NOTE: All of Elizabeth's books feature
realistic characters who do things real people do (like have
sex) and say things real people say (like drop f-bombs).
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Another 2nd Chance
As his wife Sarah lies dying, John makes a deal with a demon
for a desperate chance to save her! Transported to their
childhood, John gets a single day to prevent the tragedy that
led to Sarah’s present-day doom, all while trying to convince
her that he really is who he says! * An original graphic novel
from the Last of Us creative director!

Second Chance
Second Chance
Lady Elaina had everything--wealth, title, and irresistible
beauty--until her jealous half-sister ruined her reputation and
forced her into a disgraceful marriage. She died amidst the
flames, murdered and betrayed by her husband and her halfsister. As the flames roared, the loss of her unborn child
created a thirst for revenge. A magical amulet sent her two
years back in time. She has another chance to make things
right for herself and her family, yet what began as a plot to
undermine her half-sister's machinations quickly evolved into
a political conspiracy that will rock the entire empire and
make Elaina realize she might not have traveled back in time
alone.

Fighting For a Second Chance
Sometimes all it takes is a second chance to get things right.
In this hot new angsty romance from USA Today bestselling
author BJ Harvey, the once-burned-forever-commitment-shy
best friend from One Shot faces her own moral dilemma of
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the heart When life gives me lemons, I always make
lemonade. Living every day like it could be my last, I'm
content with the choices I've made and do so
unapologetically. With a relationship that makes me happy,
and a job that I love, life is good. But when the man I've just
agreed to marry, has his estranged wife and four-year-old
daughter turn up on his doorstep, I'm not the only one
reevaluating things. He didn’t plan for that—and I didn’t plan
for my childhood sweetheart to return, wanting me back.
Sometimes lemons can be sour, sometimes they can be
sweet, and sometimes, all it takes is a second chance to
make things right again. You just need to get that second
chance in the first place.

A Second Chance at Life
A moving story of one man, deeply troubled by the
circumstances of his life, who travels to the islands of Hawaii
hoping to find peace. Here, he is befriended by two intriguing
people who speak in ways that mystify yet fascinate him.
Thus begins a spiritual journey into a world of extraordinary
feelings, which bring him understanding and an answer
beyond anything he had ever dreamed possible. In this novel,
set in a world of soft tropical beauty, the author shares his
quiet philosophical knowledge in a comprehensible yet
profound manner.

A Second Chance
After a devastating galactic war, disgraced veteran Ralston
Muck ekes out a living as a bouncer at Last Stop Station’s
premier nightclub, A Curtain of Stars. Night after night he
listens to the club’s star performer, Siren, sing her memories
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and ease some of his aching loss. But when Siren goes
missing, Muck finds himself drawn into a world of dirty cops,
drug lords, and conspiracies that trace back to the war itself.
The only person he can trust isn’t even human. Angel, Siren’s
personal AI, was ripped from the singer’s mind the night Siren
disappeared. With no idea what has happened to her human
host, and pursued by a killer virus, Angel flees to Muck for
answers. Together they struggle to comprehend the
conspiracy that entangles both their lives. Can Muck and the
angel on his shoulder recover Siren before it’s too late? Or
will he lose everything that matters to him one more time?

Second Chance Romance
Second Chance
There's no feeling quite like that of getting a second chance
and a fresh start. When we adopt a homeless cat--or that cat
decides to adopt us--we're not just giving one of earth's most
beautiful and inscrutable creatures a chance at a good life,
we're giving ourselves the gift of companionship, solace, and
love. And plenty of laughter too! This heartwarming collection
includes more than 30 true, contemporary stories told by a
variety of writers, including Melody Carlson, Lauraine
Snelling, and Kristin Billerbeck. Each feel-good story involves
cat rescue, some in a typical way and others in
surprising--even miraculous--ways. Sometimes the question
becomes: Really, who rescued whom? A thoughtful gift for
the cat lover in your life, Second-Chance Cats is the purrfect
companion for cozy nights, lazy weekends, and any time you
need a pick-me-up.
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Second Chance
The right dress can transform your life. Francesca Delaney
has a knack for matching a bride-to-be with the perfect gown.
Her shop, The Whispering Dress, is no ordinary bridal
boutique. Every gown is vintage, and the dresses seem to
share their stories with Francesca, pointing to which woman
needs them next. Fran credits her success to two rules: never
covet a dress and never sell a dress that led to a doomed
marriage. But then she finds a beautiful 1950s couture floorlength gown, and her talent veers into obsession. The owner,
however, would quite like the dark past of the dress to remain
hidden forever
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